
Jim Crow

Unfortunately, many Southerners 

still believed Black Americans 

should be treated differently 

something which was still 

happening in the 1960s!!!!!!!!!!



Jim Crow

Southern States introduced the 

Jim Crow Laws.

Which of the following laws do 

you think are fair????



Fair or Not
Black Americans could not:

• Marry a White American

• Eat in the same café as a White American

• Drink from the same water fountain as a White American

• Travel on the same train or bus car as a White American



Fair or Not

To make matters worse some White Americans 
created a group called the Ku Klux Klan who 
thought it was fair to murder, terrify and 
discriminate Black Americans.

Not only were there ideas silly, look how they 
dressed!!!!!!!



Freedom 
Fighters

By the 1960s’ the Black Americans had enough 
of this discrimination and through their own 
bravery and ideals and the support of many 
White Americans the rules began to change!!!



Rosa Parks

Rosa Parks had enough of not 
being allowed to sit where she 
wanted on a bus.

Watch this song all about Rosa 
Parks

https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/watch/horrible-histories-song-rosa-parks-sat-on-a-bus


Martin Luther King

Martin Luther King was a Black American Preacher who 

campaigned for the end of Black people being treated 

differently.

He famously delivered the ‘I have a dream speech’

Click here to watch a song about Martin Luther King

https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/watch/horrible-histories-songs-martin-luther-king-jr-they-were-the-heroes


Martin Luther King

Tragically Martin Luther King was assassinated just like 

Abraham Lincoln

However the Civil Rights Act which stopped discrimination 

against Black Americans was passed in 1964…………99 years 

after Abraham Lincoln had set the slaves free!!!!!!



John F Kennedy

Perhaps the most famous president of all time, JFK wrote this speech about Civil 
Rights:

“Our duty as a Party is not to our Party alone, but to the nation, and, indeed, to all 
mankind. Our duty is not merely the preservation of political power but the 
preservation of peace and freedom. Let us stand together with renewed 
confidence in our cause -- united in our heritage of the past and our hopes for 
the future -- and determined that this land we love shall lead all mankind into 
new frontiers of peace and abundance”



John F 
Kennedy

Unfortunately, JFK never got to speak 
these words as he was assassinated the 
next day in Dallas!

Fighting for the rights of others was not 
good for your health!



Black Power

Despite facing prejudice Black Americans 
rose to power in all aspects of life!!!!!!

Cassius Clay changed his name to 
Muhammed Ali  (Clay was his slave name) 
and became perhaps the most famous 
sports person ever!!!!!

He became almost as famous for talking 
as he did for boxing

Watch Ali talking!!!!

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=muhammed+ali+being+funny&&view=detail&mid=AC424863FCF4E47EB923AC424863FCF4E47EB923&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dmuhammed%2520ali%2520being%2520funny%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVR%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dmuhammed%2520ali%2520being%2520funny%26sc%3D0-24%26sk%3D%26cvid%3D50F4EFDC775F4B96818B88BF07B0A0AF


Black Power

Three Black American ladies were also 
integral to Neil Armstrong landing on the 
moon in 1969.

Watch the following video Hidden Figures

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=hidden+figures+trailer&&view=detail&mid=93F4990A1634F6C686DA93F4990A1634F6C686DA&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dhidden%2Bfigures%2Btrailer%26FORM%3DHDRSC3


Barrack Obama

Finally after centuries of prejudice, the Black and White campaigners 
for equal rights got their ultimate reward with the appointment of 
Barrack Obama as the 44th American President in 2009.

Obamas mother was white and his father was African.

Here is Obama talking about how the Civil Rights movement 
succeeded. Obama 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=barack+obama+civil+rights+speech&&view=detail&mid=8D1C13876CD5493F30478D1C13876CD5493F3047&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dbarack%2Bobama%2Bcivil%2Brights%2Bspeech%26FORM%3DHDRSC3

